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FIELD ADMINISTRATION


FIELD ORGANIZATIONS


FIELD PRACTICE PROGRAM


FIELD RESEARCH


FIJI ISLANDS


FILIPINOS IN GERMANY

Salazar, Zeus A. The Outflow of Filipinos to the Bundersrepublik Deutschland since the 1960s. 31(4):464-486, October 1987.

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION


FINANCIAL ASISTANCE PROGRAM


FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT


FISCAL ADMINISTRATION


**FISCAL AUTONOMY**


**FISCAL DECENTRALIZATION—CAMBODIA**


**FISCAL DECENTRALIZATION—NEPAL**


**FISCAL DECENTRALIZATION—PAKISTAN**


**FISCAL PLANS**

FISCAL POLICY
[book review]

FISHERIES AND AQUATIC RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

FISHERIES CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT

FISHERIES CODE OF 1998

FISHERIES CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT

FOREIGN AID

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE

FOREIGN POLICY
FOREIGN RELATIONS


FOREIGN RELATIONS – MALAYSIA


FOREIGN RELATIONS -- UNITED STATES


FOREIGN SERVICE


FOREIGN TRADE POLICY


FORESTRY


FORMALISM see POSITIVE FORMALISM

FRANCHISE/FRANCHISING


FREEDOM


FREEDOM CONSTITUTION


GALING POOK AWARDS


**GARMENT INDUSTRY**


**GENDER AND LOCAL GOVERNANCE**


**GENDER AND POLICYMAKING**


**GENDER EMPOWERMENT MEASURE (GEM)**


**GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFF AND TRADE (GATT)**


**GENERAL AUDITING OFFICE**


**GENERAL AUDITING OFFICE -- CASE STUDY**


**GENERICS ACT OF 1988**


**GERMANY**

GHANA


GLOBALIZATION


GOFORDEV INDEX see GOOD GOVERNANCE FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT INDEX

GOOD GOVERNANCE


GOOD GOVERNANCE FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT INDEX


GOOD GOVERNANCE INDICATORS


GOOD GOVERNANCE – OCEANIA


GOVERNANCE


GOVERNANCE AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT


GOVERNANCE – DHAKA


GOVERNANCE – TANZANIA


GOVERNANCE INDICATORS

**Brillantes, Alex B., Jr.** Developing Indicators of Local Governance in the Philippines: Towards an "ISO" for LGUs. 45(1-2):18-34, January-April 2001.

GOVERNMENT


GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS

**Abueva, Jose V.** Social Background and Recruitment of Legislators and Administrators in the Philippines. 9(1):10-30, January 1965.

**Agpalo, Remigio E.** Interest Groups and their Role in the Philippine Political System. 9(2):87-106, April 1965.


**Magallona, Merlin.** Professor Agpalo and his "Group". 9(3):275-277, July 1965.


GOVERNMENT AND THE PRESS


GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS


See also PUBLIC ENTERPRISES

GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS – JAPAN


GOVERNMENT POLICY

TheImperatives of Government Policy and Public Administration. 6(1):74-81, January 1962. [document]

GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION see REORGANIZATION

GOVERNMENT SERVICE INSURANCE SYSTEM (GSIS)

GOVERNMENT SURVEY AND REORGANIZATION COMMISSION (GSRC)

GRAFT AND CORRUPTION see CORRUPTION

GRANT-IN-AID PROGRAM, UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES

GREAT BRITAIN

GROUP DYNAMICS
GROWTH-WITH-EQUITY POLICY


GSIS see GOVERNMENT SERVICE INSURANCE SYSTEM

GUBERNATORIAL AUTHORITY


HABITAT see UNITED NATIONS CENTRE FOR HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

HAMMARSKJOLD REPORT ON DEVELOPMENT AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION


HEALTH


HEALTH AND NUTRITION


HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE OF THE PHILIPPINES

HEALTH AND SAFETY STANDARDS


HEALTH AND WELFARE


HEALTH CARE DELIVERY


HEALTH CARE SYSTEM -- HONG KONG


HEALTH FINANCING


HEALTH POLICY


HEALTH PROGRAMS


HEALTH SERVICES


HEALTH SERVICES DELIVERY


HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS


HIV see HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

HONG KONG


HOSPITALS


HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES


HOUSING


**HOUSING AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS (HES)**


**HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT (HUD)**


**HOUSING -- EL SALVADOR**


**HOUSING -- HONG KONG**


**HOUSING – KOREA**

HOUSING -- LAWS AND LEGISLATION


HOUSING MATERIALS LOAN PROGRAM


HOUSING POLICIES -- EL SALVADOR


HOUSING POLICIES – KOREA


HOUSING POLICY


HOUSING PROGRAMS


HOUSING PROJECTS


HOUSING – SINGAPORE


HUMAN BEHAVIOR


HUMAN DEVELOPMENT


HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INDEX (HDI)


HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV)


HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT (HRD)


HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (HRM)


HUMAN SETTLEMENTS


HYGIENE


IAD see INTEGRATED AREA DEVELOPMENT

IALDM see INTEGRATED APPROACH TO LOCAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

IFARMC see INTEGRATED FISHERIES AND AQUATIC RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

IGLESIA NI CRISTO


IGOROTS


ILCHMAN-UPHOFF MODEL


ILOILO (PROVINCE)


IMMUNITY, GOVERNMENT

IMPLEMENTATION


INCOME


INCOME DISTRIBUTION


INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION (ICAC)


INDIA


**INDIA -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT**


**INDIGENIZATION**


**INDIGENIZATION -- SOUTHEAST ASIA**


**INDIGENOUS DEVELOPMENT**


**INDIGENOUS ENERGY RESOURCES**

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES -- KAPALONG, DAVAO DEL NORTE


INDONESIA


INDUSTRIALIZATION


INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION OF SRI LANKA (ICCSL)


INDUSTRY AND TRADE


INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (ICT)

INFORMATION NETWORK


INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY


INFRASTRUCTURE OPERATIONS CENTER


INNOVATION STRATEGIES


INNOVATIONS IN LOCAL GOVERNANCE


IN-SERVICE TRAINING

Abueva, Jose V. Special Issue on In-Service Training: An Introductory Note. 2(4):311-314, October 1958.


IN-SERVICE TRAINING – AUSTRALIA


IN-SERVICE TRAINING – CHINA


IN-SERVICE TRAINING – INDIA

IN-SERVICE TRAINING – INDONESIA

IN-SERVICE TRAINING – JAPAN

IN-SERVICE TRAINING – VIETNAM

See also TRAINING

INSTITUTE OF HEALTH SCIENCES, TACLOBAN, LEYTE

INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION see UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES, INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

INSTITUTION BUILDING

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INSTITUTIONAL REFORMS

INSTITUTIONALIZATION
INSTITUTIONS


INSURGENCY


INTEGRATED APPROACH TO LOCAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT (IALDM)


INTEGRATED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (IAD)


INTEGRATED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

INTEGRATED FISHERIES AND AQUATIC RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL


INTEGRATED REORGANIZATION PLAN (IRP)


INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT (IRD)


See also RURAL DEVELOPMENT

INTEGRATED RURAL SOCIAL LABORATORY PROGRAM (IRSLP)


INTEGRATED SOCIAL FORESTRY PROGRAM

INTEGRITY IN PUBLIC SERVICE


INTEREST GROUP THEORY


INTEREST GROUPS


INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS


INTERIM BATASANG PAMBANSA


INTERLOCAL COOPERATION

INTERNAL MIGRATION

INTERNAL REVENUE ALLOTMENT (IRA)

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT (IBRD)

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE (IDRC)

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION
Salazar, Zeus A. The Outflow of Filipinos to the Bundersrepublik Deutschland since the 1960s. 31(4):464-486, October 1987

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS


INTERNATIONAL REGULATION


INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS


INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ORGANIZATION (ISO)


INTERNATIONAL TRADE


INTERNATIONAL YOUTH FOUNDATION


INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS


INTERVENTION PROCESS MODEL


INVESTMENTS, FOREIGN


IRA see INTERNAL REVENUE ALLOTMENT
IRAN


IRAQ


**ISKOLAR NG BAYAN PROGRAM**


**ISLAM**


**ISO** see **INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ORGANIZATION**

**ISRAEL**


**ITALY**

**Harris, Richard L.** *The Government Bureaucracies of Western Germany and Italy.* 9(3):209-220, July 1965.

**JAPAN**


JAPAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS -- CASE STUDY


JOB SATISFACTION


JOINT CONGRESSIONAL POWER COMMISSION (JCPC)


JUDICIAL DELAY -- CASE STUDY


JUDICIAL SYSTEM


JUDICIARY


JUNIOR EXECUTIVE TRAINING (JET)


JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION – GHANA


KABATAAN (YOUTH) 2000


KABATAANG BARANGAY


KALINGA SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY


[document]

KATARUNGANG PAMBARANGAY


KAUNLARAN SA PAGKAKAISA PROGRAM


KAWASAKI STEEL

KENNEDY, JOHN F.


**KILUSANG KABUHAYAN AT KAUNLARAN (KKK)**


KKK see *KILUSANG KABUHAYAN AT KAUNLARAN*

**KOREA**


**KOREA HOUSING BANK**


**KOREA HOUSING CORPORATION**


**LABOR CODE OF THE PHILIPPINES**


**LABOR MIGRATION POLICY**

LABOR MOBILIZATION


LABOR SUPPLY


LAGULO SPRING DEVELOPMENT PROJECT


LANAO (PROVINCE)


LAND REFORM


Macaspac, Isidro S. Land Reform Aspects of the Philippine Agricultural Development Program. 6(1):17-26, January 1962.

Report of the Special Committee on Reorganization of Agencies for Land Reform. 8(2):136-142, April 1964. [document]


See also AGRARIAN REFORM

LAND REFORM POLICY


LAND REFORM PROGRAM

LAND RESETTLEMENT – THAILAND

LAND TAXATION

LAND TENURE

LAOS

LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Lavides, Myrna N. The Congressional Committee and Philippine Policymaking: The Case of the Anti-Rape Law. 43(3-4):226-244, July-October 1999.

LEADERS

LEADERSHIP


Machado, Kit G. Changing Patterns of Leadership Recruitment and the Emergence of the Professional Politician in Philippine Local Politics. 16(2):147-169, April 1972.


LEADERSHIP AND CULTURE

LEADERSHIP STUDIES

LEADERSHIP STYLE

LEADERSHIP STYLE AND PRODUCTIVITY
LEADERSHIP TRAINING

LEAGUE OF PROVINCIAL GOVERNORS AND CITY MAYORS

LEDAC see LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE ADVISORY COUNCIL

LEGAL CULTURE

LEGAL INSTITUTIONS

LEGAL SYSTEMS

LEGISLATION

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES
LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE ADVISORY COUNCIL

Lavides, Myrna N. The Congressional Committee and Philippine Policymaking: The Case of the Anti-Rape Law. 43(3-4):226-244, July-October 1999.

LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE RELATIONSHIP


LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE STRUCTURES


LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

Lavides, Myrna N. The Congressional Committee and Philippine Policymaking: The Case of the Anti-Rape Law. 43(3-4):226-244, July-October 1999.


LEGISLATIVE REFORM


LEGISLATIVE SYSTEM


LEGISLATORS


LEGISLATURE


Stauffer, Robert B. A Legislative Model of Political Development. 11(1):3-12, January 1967.

LEYTE (PROVINCE)

LIBERALIZATION


LIBERALIZATION -- SRI LANKA


LIBMANAN-CABUSAO INTEGRATED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT


LINE-STAFF MODEL


LIVELIHOOD PROGRAMS


LOCAL ADMINISTRATION


LOCAL ADMINISTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (LADP)


LOCAL AUTONOMY


See also AUTONOMY

LOCAL AUTONOMY -- VIETNAM


LOCAL CHIEF EXECUTIVES


LOCAL DEMOCRACY

LOCAL DEMOCRACY—JAPAN


LOCAL DEVELOPMENT


LOCAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL


LOCAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT


LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM


LOCAL EXECUTIVES


LOCAL FINANCE

LOCAL FINANCE – JAPAN

LOCAL FISCAL ADMINISTRATION

LOCAL GOVERNANCE

**LOCAL GOVERNANCE—JAPAN**


**LOCAL GOVERNANCE—KOREA**


**LOCAL GOVERNMENT**

*Abueva, Jose V.* *The Interrelations Between Local Governments and Community Development.* 5(1):52-58, January 1961.


*De Guzman, Raul P.* *Local Government in Developing Countries / Harold F. Alderfer.* 9(2):167-168, April 1965. [book review]


*De Guzman, Raul P.* *Special Issue on local government and development: an introductory note.* 10(2-3):105-107, April-July 1966.


Pal, Agaton P. *Channels of Communications with the Barrio People.* 1(2):160-164, April 1957.


*Republic Act 2264 (Local Autonomy Law).* 3(3):401-412, July 1959. [document]


Villanueva, Buenaventura M. *To Govern or Not to Govern.* 3(1):24-38, January 1959.


**LOCAL GOVERNMENT – AUSTRALIA**

LOCAL GOVERNMENT – BANGLADESH


LOCAL GOVERNMENT – BIBLIOGRAPHY


LOCAL GOVERNMENT—CAMBODIA


LOCAL GOVERNMENT CODE OF 1991


LOCAL GOVERNMENT—INDONESIA


LOCAL GOVERNMENT—JAPAN


LOCAL GOVERNMENT—KOREA


LOCAL GOVERNMENT ORDINANCE 2001—PAKISTAN


LOCAL GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS – AUSTRALIA


LOCAL GOVERNMENT – TANZANIA

LOCAL GOVERNMENT--UGANDA


LOCAL GOVERNMENT REFORMS


LOCAL GOVERNMENT TRAINING


LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNITS (LGUs)


LOCAL GOVERNMENTS


LOCAL INNOVATIONS


LOCAL LEADERSHIP—KOREA

LOCAL LEGISLATIVE BODIES


LOCAL OFFICIALS


LOCAL PERSONNEL


LOCAL PLANNING


LOCAL PLANNING – INDONESIA


LOCAL PLANNING – MALAYSIA


LOCAL PLANNING – THAILAND

LOCAL POLITICS
Machado, Kit G. Changing Patterns of Leadership Recruitment and the Emergence of the Professional Politician in Philippine Local Politics. 16(2):147-169, April 1972.

LOCAL POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATION

LOCAL POLITICS – THAILAND

LOCAL REGULATORY GOVERNANCE

LOCAL REVENUE GENERATION

LOCAL TAX CODE

LOCAL TAXATION

LOWER MEKONG BASIN PROJECT

MAGNA CARTA OF ECONOMIC FREEDOM AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
MAGSAYSAY, RAMON (PRES.)

Abueva, Jose V. Ramon Magsaysay. Third President of the Republic of the Philippines -- An Estimate. 1(2):92-97, April 1957.

Austria, Quirino E. Achievements of the Philippine Budget Commission during Magsaysay's Administration. 2(3):262-279, July 1958.


MALARIA


MALAYSIA


Milne, R. S. Bureaucracy and Bureaucratic Reform in Malaysia. 10(4):375-388, October 1966.


MANAGEMENT


MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES (MBO)

MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES AND PROGRAMS (MOP)


MANAGEMENT BY SYSTEM (MBS)


MANAGEMENT EDUCATION AND TRAINING


MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS


MANAGEMENT SERVICE


MANAGEMENT STYLES


MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES


MANAGEMENT TRAINING


MANAGERIAL COMPETENCE

Brady, James R. The Peter Prescription / Lawrence J. Peter. 16(2):256-257, April 1972. [book review]

MANAGERIALISM

MANILA


García, Gaudencio. Results of Investigation of Tax Diversion from the City of Manila. 10(1):83-104, January 1966. [document]


MANILA  see also  METROPOLITAN MANILA

MANILA ELECTRIC COMPANY (MERALCO)


MANILA METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY


MANILA URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (MUDP)


MANILA WATERWORKS AND SEWERAGE SYSTEM (MWSS)

MANPOWER

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT

MANPOWER PLANNING

MARANAOMUSLIMS

MARGINAL SETTLEMENTS IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (MASIP)

MARINE RESOURCES CONSERVATION AND PROTECTION

MARITIME INDUSTRY

MARTIAL LAW


MARTIAL LAW – BANGLADESH


MARTIAL LAW REGIME


MASAGANA 99 RICE PRODUCTION PROGRAM


MASBATE


MASS MEDIA


MATERIALS MANAGEMENT


MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES


MATRIX ORGANIZATION


MBN see MINIMUM BASIC NEEDS

MEDIA – INDIA


MEDICAL CARE PROGRAM

Cariño, Ledivina V. Policy Directions for Health in the 1980s. 25(2):192-206, April 1981.

MEDICAL PERSONNEL


MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS


MEDICARE PROGRAM

MERIT SYSTEM


METRO MANILA see METROPOLITAN MANILA

METRO MANILA AUTHORITY see METROPOLITAN MANILA AUTHORITY

METRO MANILA COMMISSION see METROPOLITAN MANILA COMMISSION

METROPOLITAN ADMINISTRATION – TOKYO


METROPOLITAN AREAS


Oamar, Felipe V. Some Issues and Problems in the Governance of a Metropolitan Region. 21(3-4):371-373, July-October 1977.

METROPOLITAN GOVERNANCE


Oamar, Felipe V. Some Issues and Problems in the Governance of a Metropolitan Region. 21(3-4):371-373, July-October 1977.

METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT


**METROPOLITAN MANILA**


**METROPOLITAN MANILA AREA**


**METROPOLITAN MANILA COMMISSION (MMC)**


METROPOLITAN MANILA COMMISSION – ORGANIZATION CHARTS


METROPOLITAN MANILA COMMISSION – STATISTICS


METROPOLITAN MANILA DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (MMDA)


METROPOLITAN MANILA TRANSIT CORPORATION (MMTC)


METROPOLITAN TORONTO


MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY PROJECT


MIDDLE MANAGEMENT


MIDDLE MANAGERS


MIGRANT LABOR


MIGRANT WORKERS


MIGRATION


Salazar, Zeus A. The Outflow of Filipinos to the Bundersrepublik Deutschland since the 1960s. 31(4):464-486, October 1987.


MILF see MORO ISLAMIC LIBERATION FRONT

MILITARY CIVIC ACTION


MILITARY EDUCATION AND TRAINING


MILITARY ELITE


MILITARY PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT


MILITARY REFORM


MILITARY REGIME – NIGERIA

MILITARY RULE


MILLENNIUM DECLARATION, UNITED NATIONS


MILLENIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS


MINDANAO


MINDANAO DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY


MINDANAO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL (MEDCO)


MINIMUM BASIC NEEDS (MBN)


MINIMUM BASIC NEEDS APPROACH—DAVAO DEL NORTE


MINIMUM BASIC NEEDS -- CASE STUDIES


MINIMUM BASIC NEEDS -- CASE STUDIES -- EASTERN SAMAR


MINIMUM BASIC NEEDS -- CASE STUDIES – MASBATE


MINIMUM BASIC NEEDS -- CASE STUDIES -- ORIENTAL MINDORO


MINIMUM BASIC NEEDS -- CASE STUDIES -- ZAMBOANGA DEL NORTE

MINIMUM WAGE LAW

MINISTRY OF BUDGET

MINISTRY OF FINANCE

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS  see also DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

MINISTRY OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

MINISTRY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (MLGCD)

MINORITIES

MMC see METROPOLITAN MANILA COMMISSION

MNLF see MORO NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT

MO LIAO SYSTEM

MODERNIZATION
*Talingdan, Arsenio P.* *Political Order in Changing Societies / Samuel P. Huntington.* 16(3):399-408, July 1972. [book review]

**MONASTERY MODEL OF DEVELOPMENT**


**MONETARY POLICY**


**MORO ISLAMIC LIBERATION FRONT (MILF)**


**MORO NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT (MNLF)**


**MOTIVATION-HYGIENE THEORY**


**MT. PINATUBO ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS**


**MT. PINATUBO ERUPTION, 1991**


**MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS (MNCs)**


MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION


MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT--AFRICA


MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM – THAILAND


MUNICIPAL MANAGERS


MUSLIM MINDANAO


MUSLIMS


MYRDAL, GUNNAR


NACIAD see NATIONAL COUNCIL ON INTEGRATED AREA DEVELOPMENT

NAIPUL, VIDIADHAR SURAJPRASED


NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (NASA)

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL AND FISHERY COUNCIL


NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM


NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES IN THE PHILIPPINES


NATIONAL COUNCIL ON INTEGRATED AREA DEVELOPMENT (NACIAD)


NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY (NDC)


NATIONAL DISASTER COORDINATING COUNCIL


NATIONAL ECONOMIC AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (NEDA)


**NATIONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL**


**NATIONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL-INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION (NEC-ICA) TRAINING PROGRAM**


**NATIONAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION (NEA)**


**NATIONAL FISHERIES AND AQUATIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COUNCIL**


**NATIONAL HOUSING AUTHORITY (NHA)**


NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ADMINISTRATION (VIETNAM)


NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY COUNCIL (NICA)


NATIONAL INTERNAL REVENUE CODE


NATIONAL IRRIGATION ADMINISTRATION (NIA)


NATIONAL POLICE COMMISSION (NAPOLCOM)


NATIONAL POWER CORPORATION (NPC)


NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL (NSC)


NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION (NTC)


NATIONAL TRANSMISSION CORPORATION (TRANSCO)

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS PROGRAM

NATIONAL UNIFICATION COMMISSION

NATIONAL WEALTH TAX

NATIONAL YOUTH COMMISSION

NATIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP TRAINING INSTITUTE (NAYLTI)

NATIONALISM

NATIONALIZATION
Laquian, Aprodicio A. The Political Process and the Nationalization of the Retail Trade / Remigio E. Agpalo. 7(2):133-137, April 1963. [book review]

NATURALIZATION POLICY

NATURALIZATION PROCESS
NCCP see NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES IN THE PHILIPPINES

NDCC see NATIONAL DISASTER COORDINATING COUNCIL

NEDA see NATIONAL ECONOMIC AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

NEGATIVE BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR see BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR

NEOCOLONIALISM


NEPAL


NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER (NIEO)


NEW PEOPLE'S ARMY (NPA)


NEW PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION


NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT


"NEW SOCIETY"


NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZING COUNTRIES (NICs)


NGOs see NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

NICs see NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZING COUNTRIES

NIGERIA


NIGERIA -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (NGOs)


NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS – BANGLADESH


NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS -- CASE STUDIES


NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS -- SRI LANKA


NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT (NAFTA)


NPA see NEW PEOPLE'S ARMY

NPM see NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT

NUC see NATIONAL UNIFICATION COMMISSION
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS


NUEVA ECIJA


NUTRITION PROGRAM


OCCIDENTAL MINDORO


OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY


OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH REGULATION


ODA see OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

OECD see ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE OF CIVIL DEFENSE (OCD)

OFFICE OF MUSLIM AFFAIRS

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT FOR MINDANAO (OPAMIN)

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR GENERAL (OSG)

OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE (ODA)

OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

OMNIBUS INVESTMENTS CODE OF 1987

OPEN SYSTEMS MODEL
OPERANT CONDITIONING


OPERATION LAND TRANSFER (OLT)


ORGANIZATION


ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT


ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT


ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT


ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD)


ORGANIZATION THEORY


ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR


ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE


ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE – NIGERIA


ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE – UNITED STATES


ORGANIZATIONAL CONTROL


ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING


ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE


ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

ORGANIZATIONS


ORIENTAL MINDORO


ORMOC DISASTER, 1992


OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH


"OVERDEVELOPED STATE"


OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT POLICY


OVERSEAS WORKERS


OVERSEAS WORKERS WELFARE ADMINISTRATION (OWWA)


OWWA See OVERSEAS WORKERS WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
PACD see PRESIDENTIAL ARM ON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

PACKAGED ACT OF DECENTRALIZATION OF 2000--JAPAN


PAG-ASA see PHILIPPINE ATMOSPHERIC GEOPHYSICAL AND ASTRONOMICAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

PAG-IBIG see PAGTUTULUNGAN SA KINABUKASAN, IKAW, BANGKO, INDUSTRIYA, GOBYERNO

PAG-IBIG HOUSING PROGRAM


PAGTUTULUNGAN SA KINABUKASAN, IKAW, BANGKO, INDUSTRIYA, GOBYERNO (PAG-IBIG)


PAKISTAN


PANTABANGAN DAM


PAPUA NEW GUINEA


PARA-PROFESSIONALS

PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT

PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT – INDIA

PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM

PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPATORY BUREAUCRACY

PARTICIPATORY DEVELOPMENT INDEX (PDI)

PAY see CLASSIFICATION AND PAY

PCARRD see PHILIPPINE COUNCIL FOR AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PCGR see PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION

PCSBI see PRESIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ON STREAMLINING THE BUREAUCRACY
PEACE POLICIES

PEARSON COMMISSION REPORT

PENAL ADMINISTRATION

PENSION FUNDS

PENSION SYSTEM

PENSION SYSTEM – CHILE

PEOPLE EMPOWERMENT

PEOPLE POWER

PEOPLE'S HOMESITE AND HOUSING CORPORATION (PHHC)

PEOPLE'S ORGANIZATIONS


PERBADANAN NASIONAL


PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL


PERFORMANCE AUDIT


PERFORMANCE BUDGETING


PERFORMANCE BUDGETING see also BUDGETING

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION


PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROGRAM


PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT


PERFORMANCE RATING SYSTEM


PERNAS see PERBADANAN NASIONAL

PERSONALITY


PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION


Villanueva, Buenaventura M. *Eisenhower, the President / Merlo Pusey.* 1(3):288-290, July 1957. [book review]

PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM


PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT


PERSONNEL POLICIES


PERSONNEL RECORDS MANAGEMENT

PERSONNEL SELECTION


PERSONNEL SYSTEM – PAKISTAN


PERSONNEL TRAINING


PERU


PHC see PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

PHILIPPINE ACTIONS FOR CHILDREN


PHILIPPINE ATMOSPHERIC GEOPHYSICAL AND ASTRONOMICAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (PAG-ASA)


PHILIPPINE BUSINESS FOR SOCIAL PROGRESS (PBSP)


PHILIPPINE CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDIES (PCAS)


PHILIPPINE CENTER FOR INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM (PCIJ)


PHILIPPINE CENTER FOR POLICY STUDIES (PCPS)

PHILIPPINE COUNCIL FOR AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PHILIPPINE EXECUTIVE ACADEMY (PEA)

PHILIPPINE INFORMATION AGENCY (PIA)

PHILIPPINE INSTITUTE OF VOLCANOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY

PHILIPPINE LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE (PLDT)

PHILIPPINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK (PNB)

PHILIPPINE NATIONAL RAILWAYS (PNR)
PHILIPPINE NETWORK OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE, INC.


PHILIPPINE OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT ADMINISTRATION (POEA)


PHILIPPINE REVOLUTION


PHILIPPINE SINTEC CORPORATION -- CASE STUDY


PHILIPPINE-SOVIET RELATIONS


PHILIPPINE TOURISM AUTHORITY


PHILIPPINE VALUE ORIENTATION INVENTORY (PVOI)


PHILVOCS see PHILIPPINE INSTITUTE OF VOLCANOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY

PINTO-IGLESIAS MODEL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION


PINTO, ROGERIO FEITAL


PLANNED CHANGE

PLANNING


Mathur, Mukut V. Administration of Economic and Social Planning and Programmes. 2(3):217-227, July 1958.


NEDA/MAP Sub-Committee on Administrative Machinery for Plan Implementation. Administrative Machinery for Plan Implementation. 20(3):331-343, July 1974. [document]


PLANNING – INDONESIA


PLANNING PROCESS

PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, BUDGETING SYSTEM (PPBS)


POEA see PHILIPPINE OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT ADMINISTRATION

POLICE


POLICE ADMINISTRATION


POLICE REFORM


POLICY ADVOCACY


POLICY ANALYSIS


POLICY AND ECONOMIC ACCESS MODEL


POLICY APPRAISAL


POLICY FORMULATION


POLICY IMPLEMENTATION


POLICY PROCESS


POLICY RESEARCH


POLICY TRANSFER


POLICYMAKING


**Friedman, Harry J.** *Public Policymaking Reexamined / Yehezkel Dror.* 13(1):84-87, January 1969. [book review]


POLICYMAKING – BANGLADESH


POLICYMAKING REFORMS – JAPAN


POLITICAL BEHAVIOR


POLITICAL CHANGE


POLITICAL COMMUNICATION

POLITICAL CULTURE


POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT


Stauffer, Robert B. A Legislative Model of Political Development. 11(1):3-12, January 1967.


POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT -- HONG KONG

POLITICAL DYNASTIES

POLITICAL ECONOMY

POLITICAL ELITES

POLITICAL EXPENDITURE

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

POLITICAL INTEGRATION

POLITICAL LEADERS

POLITICAL LEADERSHIP
POLITICAL LEADERSHIP – JAPAN


POLITICAL NEUTRALITY


POLITICAL PARTICIPATION


POLITICAL PARTIES


POLITICAL PARTIES – INDIA


POLITICAL REFORMS


POLITICAL REFORMS—UGANDA


POLITICAL RESEARCH


POLITICAL SCIENCE


**POLITICAL SCIENCE -- THESES**


**POLITICAL SCIENTISTS**


**POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION**


**POLITICAL SYSTEM**


**POLITICAL SYSTEMS – AFRICA**

POLITICIANS


POLITICS


POLITICS-ADMINISTRATION DICHOTOMY


POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATION


**POLITICS-COMMUNICATION DICHOTOMY**


**POLITICS – KOREA**


**POLITICS – THAILAND**


**POLLUTION**


**POLLUTION CONTROL LEGISLATION**


**POPCOM see COMMISSION ON POPULATION**

**POPULATION**


**POPULATION ACT OF 1971**


**POPULATION CONTROL**

POPULATION GROWTH

POPULATION POLICY

POPULATION PROGRAM

PORK BARREL

PORK BARREL FUNDS

PORK BARREL SYSTEM

POSITION CLASSIFICATION
POSITIVE FORMALISM


POVERTY


POVERTY ALLEVIATION


POVERTY ALLEVIATION FUND


POVERTY – MINDANAO


POWER (IN SOCIAL SCIENCES)


POWER SECTOR ASSETS AND LIABILITIES MANAGEMENT CORPORATION (PSALM)

PPBS see PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, BUDGETING SYSTEM (PPBS)

PRESIDENCY


PRESIDENTIAL ANTI-GRAFT COMMITTEE


PRESIDENTIAL ARM ON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (PACD)


Clare, Donald A. Organizational Control in the PACD. 11(2):138-149, April 1967.


PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION FOR THE INTEGRATED CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF SULU AND CELEBES SEA (PCICDSCS)


PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION (PCGR)


PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON REORGANIZATION (PCR)


PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION TO FIGHT POVERTY (PCFP)


PRESIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ON STREAMLINING THE BUREAUCRACY


PRESIDENTIAL COUNCIL ON COUNTRYSIDE DEVELOPMENT (PCCD)


PRESIDENTIAL DECREES

PRESIDENTIAL DEREE NO. 1 (INTEGRATED REORGANIZATION PLAN)


PRESIDENTIAL DEGREE NO. 27


PRESIDENTIAL DEREE NO. 231


PRESIDENTIAL DEeree No. 824 (METROPOLITAN MANILA COMMISSION)


Oamar, Felipe V. Some Issues and Problems in the Governance of a Metropolitan Region. 21(3-4):371-373, July-October 1977.

PRESIDENTIAL DECREE NO. 1177


PRESIDENTIAL DECREE NO. 1445

PRESIDENTIAL DECREE NO. 1508

PRESIDENTIAL ECONOMIC STAFF

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

PRESIDENTIAL POWER

PRESIDENTS, FILIPINO

PRESS

PRESS – JAPAN

PRIMARY HEALTH CARE


Cariño, Ledivina V. *Policy Directions for Health in the 1980s.* 25(2):192-206, April 1981.


**PRIMARY HEALTH CARE -- PASAY CITY**


**PRISMATIC MODEL**


**PRISMATIC SOCIETY**


**PRIVATE SECTOR**


**PRIVATIZATION**


PRIVATIZATION – JAPAN

PRIVATIZATION POLICIES

PRIVATIZATION -- SOUTH AFRICA

PRIVATIZATION POLICIES -- SRI LANKA

PROBLEM-SOLVING

PROCLAMATION NO. 1081
[document]

PROCUREMENT

PRODUCTIVITY

PROFESSIONALIZATION
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION


Mathur, Mukut V. Administration of Economic and Social Planning and Programmes. 2(3):217-227, July 1958.


PROGRAM AUDITING


PROGRAM EVALUATION


PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION


PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT EVALUATION


PROJECT EVALUATION TECHNIQUES


PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION


PROJECT MANAGEMENT


PROPAGANDA


PROTECTED SPECIES


PROVINCIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE PROJECT (PDAP)


PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS

PROVINCIAL GOVERNORS


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION


The Imperatives of Government Policy and Public Administration. 6(1):74-81, January 1962. [document]


Tickner, Frederick S. Political Theory and Public Administration. 3(2):208-218, April 1959.


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – ASIA

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – BANGLADESH

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – BIBLIOGRAPHY

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – CASE STUDIES

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – CHINA

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – CONFERENCES

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- GREAT BRITAIN

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – INDIA

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- LAWS AND LEGISLATION


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – MALAYSIA


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- MODELS / THEORIES


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – NIGERIA


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – SPEECHES


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- STUDY AND TEACHING


The New MPA Graduate Program in Public Administration. 12(3):350-360, July 1968. [document]


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- STUDY AND TEACHING – IRAN


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- STUDY AND TEACHING – KOREA


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- STUDY AND TEACHING – NEPAL


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- STUDY AND TEACHING – PAKISTAN


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- STUDY AND TEACHING – THAILAND


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- STUDY AND TEACHING – VIETNAM

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION – THESES

Arceño, Perla L. Abstract of Master's Theses in Public Administration. 6(3):241-244, July 1962.


Del Castillo, Olivia R. Abstracts of Master's Theses in Fields Related to Public Administration, University of the Philippines. 6(4):338-344, October 1962.


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION EDUCATION
Gable, William R. Concurrent Programs for Public and Business Administration: Problems of Educational Change in Taiwan. 8(3):190-201, July 1964.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION RESEARCH

PUBLIC BORROWINGS

PUBLIC CHOICE

PUBLIC CORPORATIONS – INDIA

PUBLIC DEBT

PUBLIC ENTERPRISE MANAGERS

PUBLIC ENTERPRISE REFORM -- FIJI ISLANDS

PUBLIC ENTERPRISES


PUBLIC ENTERPRISES – JAPAN


PUBLIC ENTERPRISES – MALAYSIA


PUBLIC ENTERPRISES see also GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS

PUBLIC EXPENDITURES


PUBLIC FINANCE


PUBLIC HEALTH

PUBLIC HIGHWAYS PROGRAM

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT EDUCATION


PUBLIC MANAGEMENT REFORM – ASIA

PUBLIC OPINION

PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS


PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION


PUBLIC POLICY


PUBLIC SCHOOLS


PUBLIC SECTOR GOVERNANCE


PUBLIC SECTOR ORGANIZATIONS


PUBLIC SECTOR REFORMS

PUBLIC SECTOR UNIONISM


PUBLIC SERVANTS


PUBLIC SERVICE


PUBLIC SERVICE NEUTRALITY


PUBLIC SERVICE RECRUITMENT BOARD


PUBLIC SERVICES

Harris, Richard L. A Brief Comparison of the Public Services of Canada and Ceylon. 7(1):3-10, January 1963.


PUBLIC SERVICES – NIGERIA


PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF SRI LANKA (PUCSL)


PUBLIC WORKS


PUBLIC WORKS CONSTRUCTION


QUALIFICATION STANDARDS


QUEZON CITY


QUEZON, MANUEL L.


RAND CORPORATION REPORT


RATIONALIZATION OF THE BUREAUCRACY


RCA see RICE AND CORN ADMINISTRATION

RDCs see REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCILS

REAL PROPERTY TAX CODE


RECOPA see REGIONAL CONFERENCE ON PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION


RECRUITMENT POLICY

RED TAPE


REDEMOCRATIZATION


REENGINEERING


REFORESTATION


REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION


REGIONAL CENTERS


REGIONAL COMMISSION MODEL

Iglesias, Gabriel U. Political and Administrative Issues in Regional Planning and Development. 21(3-4):324-341, July-October 1977.
REGIONAL CONFERENCE ON PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (RECOPA)


REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT


Iglesias, Gabriel U. Political and Administrative Issues in Regional Planning and Development. 21(3-4):324-341, July-October 1977.


REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT – JAPAN


REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL MODEL

Iglesias, Gabriel U. Political and Administrative Issues in Regional Planning and Development. 21(3-4):324-341, July-October 1977.

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCILS (RDCs)


REGIONAL GOVERNMENT MODEL

Iglesias, Gabriel U. Political and Administrative Issues in Regional Planning and Development. 21(3-4):324-341, July-October 1977.

REGIONAL GOVERNMENTS


REGIONAL LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY


REGIONAL OFFICE MODELS


REGIONAL PLANNING


Iglesias, Gabriel U. Political and Administrative Issues in Regional Planning and Development. 21(3-4):324-341, July-October 1977.


REGIONAL PLANNING BOARD

REGIONALISM

REGIONALIZATION

REGULATION


REGULATION -- SOUTH AFRICA

REGULATION -- SRI LANKA

REGULATORY GOVERNANCE -- SOUTH AFRICA

REGULATORY HARMONIZATION

REGULATORY IMPACT ASSESSMENT (RIA)

REGULATORY IMPACT ASSESSMENT -- SRI LANKA

REGULATORY POLICY -- SRI LANKA
REGULATORY PROCESS

REHABILITATION AND RESETTLEMENT PROGRAMS

REINVENTING

RELIGIOUS LEADERSHIP

REORGANIZATION
Austria, Quirino E. Achievements of the Philippine Budget Commission during Magsaysay's Administration. 2(3):262-279, July 1958.


*Executive Order No. 4 on the Reorganization of the University of the Philippines.* 27(3):322-331, July 1983. [document]

*Executive Order No. 5 on the Reorganization of the Administration of UP Diliman.* 27(3):332-339, July 1983. [document]


[document]


[document]


REORGANIZATION – JAPAN


REORGANIZATION – NIGERIA


REORGANIZATION PLAN


REORGANIZATION -- UNITED STATES

REORGANIZATION – VIETNAM


REPUBLIC ACTS

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 997


REPUBLIC ACT NO. 2260

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 2264

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 3019

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 3466

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 3588

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 3844

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 4074

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 4968


REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7924

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7716

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7924

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8187

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8291


REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8292

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8353
Lavides, Myrna N. The Congressional Committee and Philippine Policymaking: The Case of the Anti-Rape Law. 43(3-4):226-244, July-October 1999.

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8435

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8550

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8799 (SECURITIES REGULATION CODE)
REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9136 (ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY REFORM ACT)


REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9178 (BARANGAY MICRO BUSINESS ENTERPRISES)


RESEARCH


RESEARCH MANAGEMENT


RESETTLEMENT PROGRAM

RESPONSIBILITY


RETAIL TRADE


RETAIL TRADE


RETRIEVAL LAW


[document]

REVENUE ADMINISTRATION


REVENUE SPENDING -- HONG KONG


REVENUES


REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT


REWARD SYSTEM


RICE AND CORN ADMINISTRATION (RCA)


RICE AND CORN PRODUCTION COORDINATING COUNCIL


RICE ECONOMY


RICE POLICY


RICE PRODUCTION PROGRAMS


RICE PRODUCTION PROGRAMS – ASIA


RIGGS, FRED W.


RIGHT TO SELF-ORGANIZATION


RIVER-BASIN DEVELOPMENT


RIZAL, JOSE P.


If Rizal Were Alive Today. 3(1):5-6, January 1959.
RULE OF LAW


**Ogus, Anthony.** The Importance of Legal Infrastructure for Regulation (and Deregulation) in Developing Countries. 47(1-4):272-296, January-October 2003.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT


**Catilo, Ma. Aurora C.** Agrarian Reform Policies: Their Social Justice Content and Consequences on Rural Development. 25(2):172-197, April 1981.


RURAL DEVELOPMENT – BANGLADESH

**Cariño, Ledivina V.** Development and the Asian State: Providing an Enabling and Facilitating Environment for Decentralized, Participatory and People-Centered Development. 40(3-4):165-216, July-October 1996.
RURAL DEVELOPMENT -- CASE STUDIES


RURAL DEVELOPMENT – INDONESIA


RURAL DEVELOPMENT – INDIA


RURAL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTES -- CEBU AND LEYTE


RURAL DEVELOPMENT – KOREA


RURAL DEVELOPMENT – NIGERIA


RURAL DEVELOPMENT -- SOUTHEAST ASIA


RURAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING


RURAL DEVELOPMENT see also INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION


RURAL HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Cariño, Ledivina V. Policy Directions for Health in the 1980s. 25(2):192-206, April 1981.

RURAL HEALTH PRACTICE PROGRAM (RHPP)

Cariño, Ledivina V. Policy Directions for Health in the 1980s. 25(2):192-206, April 1981.


RURAL HEALTH SERVICES


RURAL HEALTH UNIT PERSONNEL – BATAAN


RURAL HEALTH UNIT PERSONNEL – BATANGAS


RURAL HEALTH UNITS (RHUs)

Cariño, Ledivina V. Policy Directions for Health in the 1980s. 25(2):192-206, April 1981.

RURAL IMMERSION PROGRAM

RURAL POLICY

RURAL SCIENCE PROGRAM

RURAL SOCIAL WORK FIELD PROJECT

SABAH QUESTION

SAEMAUL UNDONG (KOREA)

"SALA" MODEL

SANDIGANBAYAN
The Sandiganbayan and Tanodbayan Decrees. 23(3-4):386-406, July-October 1979. [document]

SANGGUNIANG BAYAN

SANGGUNIANG PAMPOOK

SANGGUNIANG PANGLUNGSOD

SAPIME see SITUATION ANALYSIS, PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING AND EVALUATION

SCHOOL FINANCING SYSTEM

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT

SCIENCE AND HUMANITIES

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

SCIENTIFIC CAREER SYSTEM (SCS)

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION (SEC)
SECURITIES REGULATION CODE


SELECTION see RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

SELF-DISCIPLINE


SELF-EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM


SELF-ORGANIZED LEARNING


SELF-REGULATION

**Majone, Giandomenico.** The Internationalization of Regulation: Implications for Developing Countries. 47(1-4):350-375, January-October 2003.

SENATE


SENEGAL


SENIOR EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (SEDP)

**Fabella, Gabriel, Jr.** The Philippine Executive Academy's Executive Development Program. 21(3-4):411-420, July-October 1977.


SENSITIVITY TRAINING

SEUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY


SEPARATION OF POWERS


SERVICE DELIVERY INITIATIVES—DAVAO DEL NORTE


SERVICES DELIVERY SYSTEM


SERVODAYA MOVEMENT (SRI LANKA)


SEXUAL HARASSMENT


SINGAPORE


SITUATION ANALYSIS, PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING AND EVALUATION (SAPIME)


SLUMS


SOCIAL ADMINISTRATION


SOCIAL CHANGE


SOCIAL CONDUCT


SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT


SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES


SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS


SOCIAL EXCHANGE THEORY

SOCIAL FORECASTING

SOCIAL FORESTRY

SOCIAL JUSTICE

SOCIAL MARKETING

SOCIAL MOBILIZATION
Hoan, Buu. Social Mobilization and Development. 16(2):239-250, April 1972.
SOCIAL POLICY


SOCIAL REFORM AGENDA (SRA)


SOCIAL REFORMS


SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH


SOCIAL SCIENCES


SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION


SOCIAL SCIENCES -- THESES


SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM (SSS)


SOCIAL SERVICES


SOCIAL WELFARE DEVELOPMENT -- HONG KONG


SOCIAL WELFARE DEVELOPMENT -- SOUTH KOREA


SOCIAL WELFARE PROGRAMS


SOCIAL WORK FIELD PROJECT

SOCIALIZED TUITION AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (STFAP)


SOFT STATES


SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT.


SOUTH AFRICA


SOUTH KOREA


SOUTHEAST ASIA


SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES COUNCIL FOR PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT (SPCPD)


SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (SPDA)

SPCPD see SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES COUNCIL FOR PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT

SPECIAL EDUCATION FUND
L.O.I. No. 1462: Establishing the Effectiveness of the Special Education Fund in Improving Elementary Education. 29(3):329-332, July 1985. [document]

SPECIAL ZONE FOR PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT (SZPOD)

SPECIALIST-GENERALIST CONTROVERSY

SQUATTER COMMUNITIES/SETTLEMENTS

SQUATTER COMMUNITIES – ZAMBIA

SQUATTER ECONOMICS

SQUATTERS

SRA see SOCIAL REFORM AGENDA

**SRI LANKA**


**SRI LANKA INSTITUTE OF DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION**


**SRI LANKA INSTITUTE OF LOCAL GOVERNANCE**


**STAFF DEVELOPMENT**


**STATE CAPITALISM**


**STATE CAPTURE**


**STATE INTERVENTION**


**STATE PARTICIPATION**

STATE UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
[document]

STATE, POST-COLONIAL -- BIBLIOGRAPHIC ESSAY

STFAP see SOCIALIZED TUITION AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM (SAP) – BANGLADESH

SUDAN

SUGAR ECONOMY

SULU-SULAWESI MARINE ECOREGION (SSMA)

SUPERVISION AND CONTROL

SUPERVISORY DEVELOPMENT
SUPERVISORY TRAINING FOR EFFECTIVE ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT (STREAM)


SUPPLY MANAGEMENT


SUPPLY SYSTEM


SUPREME COURT


SURVEYS


SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT


SWITZERLAND—POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


SYSTEMS APPROACH


SYSTEMS MODEL/THEORY


SZOPAD see SPECIAL ZONE OF PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT

TAFT, WILLIAM HOWARD


TAIWAN

Gable, William R. Concurrent Programs for Public and Business Administration: Problems of Educational Change in Taiwan. 8(3):190-201, July 1964.

TANOD BAYAN

The Sandiganbayan and Tanodbayan Decrees. 23(3-4):386-406, July-October 1979. [document]

TANZANIA -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


TASK FORCE ORGANIZATION


TAX ADMINISTRATION


TAX CODE

Lim, Avelino B. The Case of Tax Revision. 6(3):192-199, July 1962.
TAX POLICY


TAX SYSTEM


TAXATION


TAXATION -- CASE STUDY


TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE


Encarnacion, Vicente, Jr. The Development Administrator's Role: Some Comments. 6(2):122-125, April 1962.


Viloria, Leandro A. Notes on a Study of a Particular U. S. Technical Assistance Project in the Philippines. 6(2):142-147, April 1962.


TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, AMERICAN

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BOARD  see  UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BOARD (TAB)

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
Coller, Richard W. The Administrator's Role in the Philippines and Technical Assistance Programs. 6(2):118-121, April 1962.

TECHNICAL COOPERATION

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (TESDA)

TECHNOCRACY

TECHNOCRATS

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY POLICIES
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER


TELECOMMUNICATIONS


TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY


TELECOMMUNICATIONS REGULATORY COMMISSION OF SRI LANKA (TRC)


TENDERING


TESDA see TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

THAILAND


THAILAND -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


THESIS


Arceño, Perla L. Abstracts of Master's Theses in Public Administration. 6(3):241-244, July 1962.


Del Castillo, Olivia R. Abstracts of Master's Theses in Fields Related to Public Administration, University of the Philippines. 6(4):338-344, October 1962.


THIRD WORLD STATES


TNCs see TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS

TOKYO


TONDO


TONDO FORESHORE CODE OF POLICIES


TONDO FORESHORE DAGAT-DAGATAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT


TONDO, MANILA


TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT


TOURISM DEVELOPMENT


TOURISM POLICY


TQM see TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT

TRADE INDUSTRY


TRADE LIBERALIZATION


TRADE POLICY

TRAINING


Milne, R. S. Administrators, Experts and Training in the Civil Service. 6(4):272-278, October 1962.


TRAINING -- AFRICA


TRAINING -- AUSTRALIA


TRAINING -- BIBLIOGRAPHY


TRAINING -- CHINA


TRAINING EVALUATION


TRAINING -- INDIA


TRAINING -- INDONESIA


TRAINING -- JAPAN


TRAINING OF EXECUTIVES see EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

TRAINING OFFICER


TRAINING OFFICERS COURSE

TRAINING PROGRAM

Abueva, Jose V. Special Issue on In-Service Training: An Introductory Note. 2(4):311-314, October 1958.


TRAINING -- VIETNAM


TRANSACTION-COST POLITICS


TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS (TNCs)


**TRANSPARENCY**


**TREASURY PROCEDURES**


**TRIPOLI AGREEMENT**


**TRUST TERRITORY**


**TUBERCULOSIS CONTROL PROGRAM**


**TURKEY**


**TURTLE ISLANDS**


**U. P. BLISS**

U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (USAID)


U. S. STATE DEPARTMENT


U. S. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE


Viloria, Leandro A. Notes on a Study of a Particular U.S. Technical Assistance Project in the Philippines. 6(2):142-147, April 1962.

U. S./WORLD BANK DEVELOPMENT MODEL


UGANDA


UGNAYAN NG PAHINUNGOD/OBLATION CORPS, UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES


UNCRD see UNITED NATIONS CENTRE FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

UNDERDEVELOPED AREAS


UNDERDEVELOPED STATES

UNDERDEVELOPMENT


UNEMPLOYMENT – JAPAN


UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (USSR)


UNIONISM


UNIONIZATION


UNITARY SYSTEM


UNITED NATIONS


UNITED NATIONS CENTRE FOR HUMAN SETTLEMENTS (HABITAT)
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